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The lack of artwork is, along with the size of the letter column, due_ 
to the Tucker column which arrived after the issue was all planned and 
mostlv stencilled. We could have postponed it, but we didn't want to. 
Thanks to everyone who offered to get us Speed—0—Print Sovereign sten
cils Vie’I'1 take one of you up on this some time. At the moment, howev
er we have plenty. In an effort to get a discount, I wrote to the com
pany and inquired about prices, mentioning that I usually bought^5 quire 
at a time. Two weeks later a large package, containing 5 quire of Sover
eign stencils, arrived, along with a bill for then at retail prices* bo; 
since we needed theni now, I wasn’t going to send them back, out when 
these are finished I shall accept the offer of one of you kind people 
.who said you could get them at a discount.
"I passed Howlong, Wahgunyah and Corowa, calling at each place.to buy 
stores, and In four days reached Yarrawonga after a battle against.a 
stiff headwind on Lake Mulwala.'1 . . „R.H. Morrison, WALKABOUT magazine
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line, 
now, 
when 
more 
job,

A
drastically*

The letter column got cut rather, 
drastically this time. Tucker's, col
umn came in after we'd already begun 
stencilling the issue, and we de
cided it was too topical to delay. 
So the letter column got cut, (This 
is, naturally, also the.reason for 
the rather heavy emphasis on stf 
criticism in this issue. We have _ 
some more coming up — an article cy 
Redd Boggs in the next issue, in 
fact - but we'll try to keep it down 
to'one critique per issue from now 

z -i y__________________ _<on.) „ .. .
' Joy Ciarke*s letter in this issue is described as 'semi-open because 
it wasn't addressed to me — but I got a copy, and it was addressed 'tor 
publicity" to several other fans, it is published verbatim, even though 
I consider the language a bit strong in seme places, The internal scrab
bles of the WSFS have made me (to borrow a quote from Abney Kotsler) 
sick to the point of being ill; 1 think it's about time lor une organ
isation to be officially burned and forgotten if possible. (Along this 

though: If it is possible to officially disband the organization 
then it was equally possible to dissolve it a year and more ago 
a vote at the Solacon asked for it. if Kyle and Raybin haem t been 
interested in thwarting each other than they were in doing their 
Joy's letter would never have been necessary.) . . , . =
note to letter-writers: my correspondence is about to oe changed 

uiauv;uu” ,, in the past, every person who wrote a letter of comment On 
YAKDRO either had it published or received a.personal reply, and often 
both (Aside to new editors -- this is a dandy way to build up a huge 
amount of comment without having to promise free fanzines for letters*; 
At any rate, this affair is now going to stop Letters of corameni will 
■no longer receive personal replies. I don't like to do this, buu some
thing has to go* The time I have to work on my correspondence^course in 
electrical engineering expires this year, and I am going to ■_in„sh ha< 
course. Since I can't work o hours a day, help publish a monthly and a 
Quarterly fanzine, write occasional material for other zines, go bowling 
one night a week, visit relatives, spend some time with Bruce, refed 
about 15 magazines and half a dozen books a month, plus an average oi 
70 or more fanzines a month, study a college-grade correspondence course 
and write letters to everyonej something has to go. Letter-writing was 
chosen as the most expendable. If you keep commenting, I'll, ^ry to^ln- 
clude most letters in YAKDRO — and, of course, once the correspondence 
course is finished I'll start replying in person again. The moratorium 
on letters should last about 6 months.

I finally got around to reading "Atlas Shrugged' by Ayn Rand, which 
one of the most exasperating books I've ever encountered. I don u ob- 

a, especially when I agree with the basic_philosophy, 
■s assertion that everyone who builds oi’ invents some

' ho snouts philosophy at the _ __ 
provocation — and is ' ' p

is
ject to propaganda
but Miss- (?) Ranci) ____
thing is automatically a noble creature — ... „ •. „ « wi
slightest provoc at ion — or even without provocation — and. is incapable 
of an evil thought, is ridiculous. What makes the book exasperating is 
that the story itself is so interesting that I had to finish it, despite 
gobs of sophmoric philosophy and the fact that I didn't give a_ damn what 
happened to any of the major characters. " RSG
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a column by ted. Whitez

A Postcrlpt which the editor has transformed into an introduction! Some 
of you may be unfamiliar with this column; others will recognize it as 
a continuation of my column from VOID. I cannot claim the title as my 
own; I came by it by default when Carter Little stooped doing fanzine 
reviews under this heading and someone had to step in for him. Since ' 
then I have used it as a place to delve into an unhurried review of al- ' 
most anything I cared about — fanzines, a particular issue of a prozine, 
books, and in this case, a story in a prozine. The editor willing, it 
will continue from time to time in YAiiDRO, until VOID is revived, or i 
grow tired of it, or perhaps, or perhaps it is struck down by an Act of 
God...... * TEW

I’d like to make a nice, bold, positive,statement: I think that 
AMAZING SCIENCE FICTION STORIES is, by ana large, publishing the best 
science fiction in the magazine field today.

That is a pretty unqualified statement, but I think it is a deserv
ing one. If it also has "more than its share of shock-value (or, as "Rene 
DeSoto” once put it, "shlue"), it is because fandom's ingrained emotion
al response to AMAZING for better than twenty years has been, "AMAZING? 
Crud;"

The simple fact is that when, in 19j?S, Ziff-Davis took over AMAZING 
from Tech and old T. O'Connor Sloane, the company policy was simply and' 
firmly fixed: put the mag out on a good lowest-common-denominator level, 
and make sure it sells. This policy was doing well for_THRILLING WONDER, 
another drastic reversal, and for the new PLANET STORIES, the magazine 
which capitalized on comic-book formulas like no other mag before or . 
since (well, that isn't quite true; Charleton's short-lived FANTASTIC 
SCIENCE FICTION was written and illustrated by comic-book hacks). Ziff- 
Davis told Ray Palmer what it wanted. Palmer produced it. In spades. Rut 
before we condemn RAP out of hand, let's remember that with OTHER WORLDS 
he made several sincere bids for quality, baching them whenever possible 
from his pocketbook. Another point to consider is that Ziff-Davis did 
not rescind that policy when Palmer quit, Howard Browne, a high-quality 
pystery writer of the Hammett-Chandler school, took the magazine over 
without noticeable improvement. Likewise, the change to Paul Fairman 
made no difference. Except for AMAZING-1 s short period of ersatz respect
ability (which was never free from taint — a la "Mars Confidential"), 
its policy, as laid down by Ziff and Davis, has always been one of sell 
'em to the kids.

But changes have come about. The original Ziff died in the early 
fifties, and,several years ago Davis pulled out and purchased Mercury 
Press, which he renamed Davis Publications. He now publishes EQJiM. And 
Ziff-Davis has come into the hands of young William Ziff. I know nothing 
about Ziff except for what I've heard — that he has shaken the company 
up a good deal, and brought about a number of changes.

One of them seems to be in AMAZING'a policy.



it began none too.conspicuously, with the addition of Marion Brad
ley and Bob Bloch to the line-up of regulars, and with the deaprture' of 
other, unmissed names. Then there was' EESmith's serial, and the Asimov 
issue, and pretty soon we were seeing, on the cover of a single issue, 
"Asimov, Sheckley, Bradbury”, and there was a short novel by Poul Ander
son.

The major change, however, has been mostly width the "complete nov
els” —- genuine short novels or long no"ellettes, depending on where 
your money is — which have evolved from the first few pitiful Amazing 
Novels into very respectable science fiction. The trend has been, with 
a few set-backs, most notably Silverberg's foolish tale steadily up
ward, through Bloch's excellent straight-faced satire, "Sneak Preview”, 
to Lelber*s recent "The Might of the Long Knives”. The Lelber story was 
a real surprise after his frivolous fantasies (one of which somehow cop
ped—an award at the Solacon — but don't ask me how) and the disappoint
ment of the "Lelber Issue" of FANTASTIC: I think that "Night" qualifies 
as the best piece of science fiction that Lelber has turned out since 
his return a couple of years ago to the field.,

The point has now been reached where AMAZING, of all the magazines 
now on the stands, is offering the best, and nearly the only good science 
fiction to be found. ’

When I say science fiction, I'm not referring to randall Garrett’s 
emetic little pieces, nor the frivolous nonsense of Christopher Anvil, 
or Frederik Pohl, Nearly everything noir appearing in the other" major stf 
mags can be classed as unsuccessful humor, in-group satire (ie, Pohl's 
worthless pieces in GALAXY), sophisticated LADIES HOME JOURNAL pieces 
(largely in FLSE), or fantasy. The good old fashioned, meat Ss potatoes 
stuff we call science fiction is conspicuous in its absence. It can still 
be found in Heinlein's stuff, when he's not lecturing us on the merits 
of radiation poisoning, and in Poul Anderson's better work (his "Time 
Patrol” series in F&SF, and "We Have Fed Our Sea”), and in the rare 
appearances of the "old masters", like Asimov (who seems nowadays to 
write only "science-fact” articles) or James Blish or a few others..

But most consistently it can be found in AMAZING's long pieces.
I haven't been alone in noticing the changes in recent AMAZINGs, 

Bill Evans in SPECULATIVE REVIEW has remarked upon it, and Buck Coulson 
asked me in a. recent letter, "What do you think of AMAZING under the 
new (well, relatively new) editorship? Seems to me that it1s improving 
vastly.” I quite agree. . t

Buck also said, "I'd appreciate a critique of the current Ward 
Moore novel in AS. It’s so damned symbolic that I got lost somewhere 
along the lino." This month's column is designed to take care of both 
points.

The novel Buck referred to is Moore's "Transient", in the February 
i960 AMAZING. Even viewed in light’of the "new" AMAZING, it is totally 
out of character with the magazine,. It 5 sn't_ science fiction,

just what "Transient" is I'm uncertain. Fantasy, yes; powerful fan
tasy. But somehow very muc'FF'in the "mainstream”; much closer in fact to 
Robert Lindner's psychoanalytic pieces, and to the two pieces I feel 
certain inspired its Alice In Wonder1and/Through The Looking Glasfi, and 
L. Ron Hubbard’s Fear.. Actually, it doos not belong in AMAZING, but . 
rather in FANTASTIC. Presumably AMAZING's long-story policy required 
that it go into that magazine instead. FANTASTIC would not have' had room.

Nevertheless, "Transient" is nearly unclassifiable. It is not really



an "F&SF fantasy" or an "Ul'ItiiOMN 
fantasy1' or anything but just "a fan
tasy” . .

AMAZING- does not blurb Its novels, 
but does give a brief description in 
the preceding issue. In its January 
issue it referred to "Transient” as 
"the story of a man who is forced to 
face himself by living his life over 
again under highly unusual condl* 
tions.” That last phrase is one hum
dinger of an understatement.

I don’t believe, however, that 
this is a true explanation of the 
story. "Transient” is a totally al
legorical story in which everything 

must be evaluated in terms of Freudian symbolism, and in which there is 
no objective;, "straight" action. It opens when Governor Lampley, the pro
tagonist, and ”a widower in his earliest fifties” stops his car in a 
small dying town for some only hinted-at reason, and decides to stay 
overnight in the badly out of repair hotel. From this point on — from 
his decision on — the objective world merges and disappears into the 
subjective world of Lampley's subconscious.

What follows are scenes, the significance of which is almost complete
ly masked, revolving around the hotel and dream-environs below it, large
ly dream ref el c-t io ns of Lampley's past life, through which Lampley moves 
as a conscious participant.

Apparently Governor Lampley has incurred some deeply traumatic Im
pression in the past — in some fashion concerning a woman, Mindy, whom 
he had married, and either childbirth or some sexual occurrence with 
her — which'has left deep scars; an overpowering sense of guilt and 
helplessness, a fear of castration, and frustration, .

Lampley apparently wishes he could in some way take a woman's place 
upon an operating table — it is likely that Mindy died this way._3ut 
just exactly what the entire fantasy concerns, just what the pivotal 
scene in Lampley's life was, we do not know; Moore never tells us. 'Jhat 
Moore has done is to create an isolated episode — the fantasies created 
by a man in some way obsessed — without real beginning or end, without 
ulterior or exterior meaning, arid without conclusion. Within this frame
work, he has worked well, building in a truly subtle fashion a dreamy 
feeling of unreality which steals over the story within the opening . 
lines.'"Lampley floats from mundane reality into total unreality, and 
back again", without any sharp transition, without any breaking points.

At this point I must confess a dichotomy of feelings. On the one hand, 
I admire this story very much; on the other I am somewhat exasperated by 
it. Let me explain my reactions to it:

When I began reading this novel, I wondered if I might be reading 
another Fear, in which the fantasy action is psychological hallucination, 
masking a mundane, nob-fantastic reality. This is very probably so.— 
less hallucinatory interpretation than simple dream-level subconscious 
wanderings of the mind, however — but whatever the case, the author has 
this time left it up to us. I read through the story, assimilating all 
the various bits and pieces of seemingly unrelated information, hoping 
for a key, a magic equation, the key which would unlock the meaning of
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the story — every author provides one somewhere in a story — and sud
denly inject an exterior logic into it, I was prepared to wait until the 
very last pages, perhaps the very last sentence for it, but I did expect 
it. ’ ' '

Ward Moore fooled me. If it was there — other than on a subtle, all
pervading plane ■— I missed it. The last few lines puzzled me more than 
any of the rest of the story. . '

Thus, I am exasperated that Moore did not "play fair" with me, and . 
tell me what he spent all these pages talking about and around. But I 
admire deeply the power and depth and richness of symbolism in the^novel.

The structure of the piece is a difficult one, demanding considerable 
skill; throughout, the prose is descriptive and declamatory, and only 
rarely will dialogue occur — then only for brief, largely unilluminating 
moments. This is a difficult style to maintain, as examination_of any.or
dinary story will show. Indeed, action storlesare usually based on swift
paced dialogue and little else. A story which nearly excludes dialogue 
.will often drag, and lose its power of characterization and reader in
volvement. To some extent that has happened here. Without drastically 
altering the structure of the story, however, I don’t see how it could 
have been avoided. .

The fantasies are constructed on a dream-sequence basis, divided in
to moods and arbitrary chapters. At first the‘action is restricted to 
the hotel and its many’sub-basements. The scenes are laid out vertically; 
that is when Lampley moves from one scene to the next, he does so by 
ascending or descending a stairway or, more frequently, by elevator. The 
elevator is operated by the hotel clerk, who plays Lampley's Marley in 
guiding him to and through many of the scenes. Usually Lampley is maneu
vered about by others, passive himself, and largely lacking in will and 
initiative. After the first several scenes, in which he meets a woman 
and her grown Idiot son — and learns him to be his own bastard son — 
and a lovely young virgin who he falls In love with and then brutally.de
flowers, Lampley is taken much deeper than on his previous trip down in 
the elevator; this time the elevator finally becomes a car sliding down 
an incline, and plunges through a vast department store and finally in
to a pastoral scene, where Lampley is left. '

This is a place (a cavern, Lampley cannot help thinking of it, since 
he knows he has descended deep into the earth) which forms a natural 
bowl, ringed by mountains from which pour rivers which feed into a cen
tral lake. An overhanging cloud of 
some sort obscures any sky. Lampley 
wanders around the plain where he 
found himself, barefoot with delight, 
finding all sorts of incurious wild 
animals, and finally he works his 
way to the shore of the lake. In the 
center of the lake is an island,and 
with a rowboat he finds, Lampley 
rows out to the island. Here he has 
an altogether strange affair with a 
woman who grows from the size of his 
finger to about four feet tall, Fin
ally, pregnant, she is killed by 
"barbarians" who invade the idyllic
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Csc-ne'and Lampley is forced to flee Into a series of nightmarish adven- 
jtures. . , .

At this point, although the scenes grow shorter, and the symbolism 
istronger, the story begins to lose impact. Both Lampley and the reader ~ 
iare now thoroughly aware that Lampley is living in a dream world, and he 
has abandoned his last hope for rationality. The scenes become monoton
ous, as nothing particular happens. The "plot’1 does not seem to advance; 
although, In its own subtle, devious way, it does continue to build. The 
point remains: the Initial shod has worn off; the reader now expects 
what happens to be utterly fantastic. And so it is, and nothing more.

Lampley finds a railroad, and rides an old Model T down it unmii he 
encounters a coach, being run by the Clerk. This takes him up to tne lev
el of the department store. Here the only science-fictional elements 
enter the' story parenthetically in the form of a railway statlon^staffed 
by robots, and magazines on a newsstand which refer only to robots, me
chanical men, and androids. Laranley explores portions of the familiar 
grey stone city night and finds the department store — as well as mani
festations of himself, Governor Lampley, in statuary and paintings — 
which he enters into and in which he undergoes a series o± disconnected 
experiences, which include at one point his substitution for a woman un
dergoing "female" surgery. ■ _

"Eventually he is returned to the hotel, only to be^confronted with 
cases of men sentenced to die whom ho, as governor, did not pardon^ ^.e 
undergoes their executions, and is psychically reduced to near-death . 
when memories of the better things which have happened to him, and which 
he has done — including’touching a unicorn which had approached him 
freely _  rejuvenate him. He finds, in.the same room where he first saw
them the woman with her grown idiot son, his son. He asks her where 
her young sister, the former virgin,is. She says there was never any 
such person — only her. He feeds the idiot without repugnance, tells 
the Clerk he is no’ longer afraid, kisses the woman and their son, and 
leaves. He notices his"watch is again running as he gets in his car. 
"Before getting in he glanced up and down the street and back at the 
hotel. He had never seen it or the town at any time in his life.1 So 
the story ends. -Apparently by the time he has "atoned for his sins' in the dream
fantasy, he has gained enough strengtn to cast ofi his guilu and become 
an effectual person, no longer being led, he directs himself. He has 
apparently won a major battle with himself.
" What that battle was, the circumstances which created it, these are 
only obliquely hinted at. The basic conflict,_the key; is now obvious in 
a misty ways we know something has happened. But still the understanding 
of what really motivated the man and his elaborate fantasy is as far 
away as ever.The story is a self-contained unit, a tour-de-force of symbolic 
lovic (not all of which I’m sure.I grasped — and 1 hope the author was 
not cheating at this, throwing in superfluous material) on a suotle 
plane. As such, it'is successful.But as a story, an integrated moving whole, it is less so.^As 1, ye 
indicated, sections of the story — about the whole of the latter tnird 
or half, as well as isolated earlier segments — drag badly, -the reader 
feels he must read to read on, not because what he is reading is in
trinsically interesting. The reader becomes immolated by the rantasy 
content; it loses individual meaning without gaining a greater meaning 
from the whole of the story.



Plus points for "Transient", then:
Sone finely written scenes, particularly the pastoral and island ones. 
Glimpses of some very clever Internal logic.
Excellent characterizations, even of purposefully two-dimensional fig** 
pares. t .
Gallingly obscure motivations and rationales, which in the early chap
ters whet the reader’s appetite and entice him onwards.

Minus points: ' '
The last point above, once carried past the point of mere curiosity,now 
irritatingly important and unexplained, an appetite whetted but unsatis
fied.
A lack of any definitive key which might supply a solid basis or foot
hold for the story — which might "solve it" for the reader.

How well you’ll'like the story will, I think, depend on how the above 
points, pro and con, affect you. If you enjoy an obscurely subtle story 
which you are left to your own devices to figure out, you’ll get a tre
mendous kick from this.'If you enjoy stories which thoroughly explore 
and exploit dream logic, this will still be your meat, even though the 
lack of an"adequate explanation of the foundations of the logic may be 
a let-down. (I fall into this class.) Or, if you prefer cut-and-dried 
explanations, with all the loose ends done up in one neat knot, I sug
gest you skip the story. It would only Infuriate you.

Whatever your personal reaction to "Transient", it will remain quite 
obvious that the story is an unusual one, a conversation piece__— and a 
hi ghly unusual one'.to find in Ai'L&ZING, It defies most of AMAZING1 s cri
teria and it insults the so-called "AMAZING reader". Why then did AMA
ZING publish it?

I think for two reasons: First, Moore probably could not sell it 
elsewhere. It is a story which defies classification, and most magazines 
prefer their stories neatly pigeon-holed. A case in point was the early 
Bradbury, who sold primarily' to the low-paying markets which couldn’t 
afford to be choosey.

Second, I think AMAZING's editors seized upon it as a story which 
would properly jolt from the magazine's readers their long-held image 
of the magazine. All of the editors' recent efforts have shown a desire. 
— probably initiated by the new owner of Ziff-Davis — to destroy the 
AMAZING stereotype, and to create a new'type of,magazine out of AMAZ1NG. 
"Transient" should be a tremendous help, breaking as It does with nearly 
every established AMAZING-story convention. I think it was printed more 
for its "unconventionality11 and conversation—appeal, than for any in
trinsic quality. (Not that I think AMAZING's editors would have allowed 
a stinker to go through — the reverse; the story had to be good to 
overcome the readers’ objections to it...) After all, its Quality is 
difficult to assess, but Its uncompromisingly unusual, unclassiftable 
nature is obvious.

Whatever the editors' motives, I commend the results., "Transient" 
will be a conversation piece, and Is a feather for AMAZING’s new hat.

A POSTCRIPT: After writing the rest of this column — indeed, after 
sending it off to the Coulsons — I discussed ’’Transient" with my wife, 
Sylvia, who had just finished it. Between the two of us, we came up with 
a firmer basis for the plot.

Briefly: The Governor has, by Impulse, come back to a town he’d once



.visited or lived in thirty years earlier. The town has languished in the 
meantime, progress having detoured around it. (The Governor feels per
sonal guilt for this manifestation of "progress" and "improvement for 
:the state".) it was here, thirty years ago, that he had seduced a^young 
:girl and had an affair with her. Later he married another woman, Mattie, 
w'iO never lovod him but would give in to his demands upon occasion. >,ae 
inspired"insecurity in him, and she died In childbirth or through an 
abortion. (The Governor feels guilt over his relief to be free of her, 
and may also feel guilt because he took her from another environment or 
social strata. Ker lack of love for him probably resulted in a_desire ' 
to prove to himself his manhood and virility.)The return to this town 
triggers the Governor’s fears and guilt feelings, and leads him into a 
fantasy which begins as he enters the town but does not possess him com
pletely until he enters the hotel — perhaps the scene of that earlier
seduction — at which point his watch stops, and he is in a completely
subjective reality. What he actually does in the hotel is unimportant.—
perhaps nothing — because real time has stopped while he fights within
himself his past and guilt, and will not continue again until he is again 
able to face present-time reality, (it would seem that he, wandered thru 
the hotel, though, since the opening and closing portions of his per
iod in the hotel still'have tits and pieces of real perception in them.) 
Cnee his battle is won, time starts again and he finds himself at his 
car only a few seconds or minutes later (still in the Iafternoon sun
shine-). As he enters his car, he expunges all memory of the town and 
his guilt-ridden past, which has now been quelled, and snaps into 
present-time as an effectual person. The end.

I have my own doubts about the validity of this psychology; I rather 
think repression on this scale is hardly an Improvement, but the author 
thinks so and I won't argue with him. .

But I tell you: although the passage of time (even between first and 
second drafts of this column) and reflection and discussion have all 
made the symbology of this story more obvious to me, I must still admit 
that it was initially baffling, a story to be reflected upon, read and 
then re-read. I think I recommend it. I think I recommend it strongly,..

r - - . — - .. .

"I’m glad that Richard Wilson didn't cast Ellay as the lead in "And 
Then The Town Took Off"; obviously, the city would get no higher than 
the inversion layer, then would pop back to Earth and bounce."

. ....Bob Lichtman . .

PITTCON NEWS 
from Dlrce Archer

PR #1 is at last in the mail. Although wo know PR #1 is not.up to 
standard, since it was done under adverse circumstances, it seemed best 
to send it out as It is rather than have a further month's wait.

The in-the—process—c^f—formation "Burroughs Bibliophiles" will have 
its first meeting at the Pittcon. Verne Coriell "will do his utmost" to 
be here. If so, this will be Verne’s first con.

Ted Carnell's Pittcon attendance is still under_consideration by 
the Chairman of his company. Business,....

Roger Dard is now our Australian representative. Although Roger ex
pected to attend the’Pittcon as fan Guest of Honor, his present health 
will not permit this. He will, however, send a tape-recording of greet
ings from 'Australian fans, and auction material.



Alan Burns tool violent exception to 
published in our December ’59 issue. 
I guess you could, call it a reverse.

. -1'1
”Highway To Oblivion”, which was 
Below is his rebuttal to the poem
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"It is better to have travelled hopefully than to have arrived",said 
Neville Shute in his autobiography, "Slide Rule", and now this best sel
ling author’ who died recently from a stroke, is finally at the end of 
his journey. And what a journey it was, to be sure.' . _

Neville Shute Norway was born in Ealing, London, and was sixty when 
he died in Australia near Melbourne — still fighting. A few.months prior 
to his death had seen the film version of one of his best successes,^ On 
The Beach", which I reviewed for this magazine some time ago. Shute did 
not care for producer Stanley Kramer’s distortion of his story of the 
last days of the human race after a nuclear war. The film was simultan
eously premiered in capital cities all over the world, including London 
and Moscow, yet Shute refused to even attend the Melbourne premiere and 
until the day he died he was still complaining of what had been done to 
his story by the film makers. In the past all his filmed stories such as 
"Landfall", "A Town Like Alice", "No Highway", etc., had been filmed on
ly by British studios, but "On The Beach" had gone for a larger price to 
Hollywood and Stanley Kramer. He never forgave them for what they did to 
his book. Those who have read the book and seen the film too will know 
the reasons why. Perhaps this may have been a contributory factor in 
his death — no one can be sure.
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eer, scientist and. pioneer and he had always been intensely interested 
in heavier than aircraft and the rigid airship. He was in actual fact 
at one time a ton man at DeHavillands and built the airship R100.in op
position to the government airship R101 (he flew the Atlantic twice in 
the former model). .

His first book vias published in 192o and he was soon writing all the 
time even though his first really great best seller "Landfall11 was not 
written until 1940 when he was a lieutenant in the R.N.V.R. Within the 
following years his pen flowed fact-- and prolific and he was soon earn
ing as much as $250,000 a year but in 1950 the crippling English taxes ' 
which claim super tax starting at $6,000 a year, made him leave England, 
his home all his life, for a place.near Melbourne, Australia. More nov
els thoughtful and moving, followed in rapid succession and many were 
made into profitable British films. In one book at least, Shute proved 
his powers of prophecy. "No Highway" dealt with metal fatigue in planes 
and preceded the great Comet disasters from the same reason.

From his pen flowed "A Town Like Alice", "In The Wet", "Round The 
Bend", "Requiem For A Wren", "The Far Country", and of course "No High
way" and "On The Beach".

His publishers, Heinemann’s of London, automatically ordered a print 
of 100,000 to 150,000 copies of each of his new books, for they knew 
they would sell’ them. No doubt in March i960 thev will do the same for 
his" latest book and last one, "Trustee From The J-oolroom", which tells 
the story of a two thousand mile voyage across the Pacific in a small 
yacht.This was the last trip Neville Shute vias destined ever to make.



FANS AND ETHICS (A. Vinci Clarke, "Inchmery”, 236 Queens Rd, _ London, SE 
1U, England) I really should save this for the’editorial, but I have a 
habit o£ forgetting things that I intend to editorialize on. This oir~ 
cular is a reply, more or less, to Laurence Sandfield's attacks on Inch- 
rnery, which were made in his column in NORTHLIGHT, if I were to put out 
a circular titled "Fans And Ethics’1, JI don't believe I would include 
quite all the material and insinuation that Vinci does, but that for 
once., isn't the point. Vin^ feels that since one Inchmery fan, Sandy. 
Sanderson, is running for TAFF, criticism of the group should be ans
wered (in case some uninformed fan, hearing no reply, should decide that 
the criticism is true and he'd better not vote for that nasty Sanderson 
fellow).. Now God knows I don't have any particular love for Sanderson, 
but it's about time that somebody advised fans that they should never, 
never, never take one fan's opinion about another fan. If you have lit
tle chance of getting to know the fan personally, then either get as 
many opinions as you can, or read whet he writes and form your own opin
ion. (This isn't possible with everyone, but Sanderson has been putting 
out a fanzine chock full of his personal opinions for better than a year 
now and it gives a far better idea of him than Sandfield does.) If you 
received the issuer of NORTHLiGFT with Sgndtield's antl-Inchmery columns, 
you should by all means get FANS AND ETHICS for the other side.

NEW FRONTIERS y2 (Norman Metcalf, c/o General Delivery, Tyndall AFB, 
Florida - irregular - 30^, U for §1) Fandom's newest photo-offset zine, 
much in the tradition of DESTINY. Material has been strictly serious so 
far. In this issue, foul Anderson explains his reasons for wanting 
science In science fiction and the science included in his "The Enemy 
Stars", Bob Olson details his reasons for his enjoyment of reading and 
writing science fiction, and Stanton Coblentz deplores the lack of ideas 
in modern stf. There are also book reviews, fanzine reviews, a letter 
column, and an editorial. Reviews are okay; nothing extra. The letter 
column could be quite lively; I think 1 forgot to write.in my rebuttal 
to Terry Carr., but maybe somebody else did. At any rate, Terry opened 
the doors to several interesting argil... er, discussions. Covers of NF 
will be by i’orris Dollens. I don't think I like the idea of having all 
the covers by one artist, but as long as the editor wants it that way, 
Dollens is a good choice. The only- faults that I can see In. the mag are 
that it is a little dry in spots, and perhaps puts a bit too much em
phasis on how good the good old days were. But those should disappear 
In time — maybe Norman will even get Tucker to write an article on the 
scientific theory behind his famous short story, "The Princess Of De
troit”. The mag is probably worth your JOpi, . Rating., .*3

Ai-RA #9 (George Scithers, Box 3-622, Stanford, Calif) - irregular but 
frequent - 20fi) The magazine of Conan and Heroism. L. Sprague deCamp 
writes on female pirates, Albert E. Gechtner discusses the gods encount
ered in the Conan stories, Reginald Bretnor has a brilliant article on ■



the objections to using Illustrations in stf and fantasy magazines — 
it's wrong, but it’s brilliant, anyway.— Grace Warren provides a poem j 
titled ”I Remember Conan" (I take it she's an elderly type), and Ray 
Capella writes about how much of a real-life he-man Conan is. There 
are also letters, an editorial, and a hilarious limerick by Ted Cogs- * 
vrell. Fart of the fun of Conan fans seems to be Inventing outrageous ex
planations for the occasional goofs Howard made in his barbaric.geogra
phy, religion, history and so on. It's incomprehensible.to me, but some 
people seem to obtain great joy from it. AMRA is also photo-offset; art
work isn't up to par this time, unfortunately. Rating*..<>9

HABAKKUK #1 (Bill Donaho, ihUl Sth. St., Berkeley 10, Calif. - irreg
ular - no price listed) Donaho has, in the last couple of years become 
a Fabulous Fannish Character. Everybody (or at least everybody except 
me) seems to think that he has a wonderful personality, so 12 pages of 
the Donaho personality should be well worth getting. The cover Is love
ly, though it won't mean much to anyone who doesn't get APE. Contents 
Include comments on fans, cats, dwelling places, mescalin and Nevil 
Shute, plus a few fanzine reviews. Interestingly written, though I don t 
think I found a point of agreement with him in the entire magazine.. I 
hope he'4keeps publishing. . . Rating....5

BHISMILLAHI #i (Andy Main, 566S Gato Ave., Coleta, Calif. - bi-monthly - 
10^)But,'he says, emphasize the fact that, instead of money, he prefers 
fanzines. Trades like. Nice reproduction; material is a little thin. 
We“e3Ttor is asking for contributions. The first installment of Andy's 
fannish saga is interesting enough, though I wish he'd put the entire 
thing in one issue; there is ?n article by Les Gerber, a rather bad 
piece of fiction, and an editorial.. Rating...2-s-

GUMBIE #1 (Steve and Virginia Schultheis, ^77 Woodlawn, Apt. 0, Spring
field, Ohio - irregular? - first copy free; If you like it you pay 15F 
for the next one) Well, actually, you pay for the first issue, after 
reading it, in order to receive the next one. Confused? Ask for a copy 
of the^first issue and let Schultheis explain it. Contents include a 
long, rambling editorial, faan-fiction concerning Gallfandom, and com
ments on (as opposed to reviews of) fanzines. . Rating....6

WRR Vol.2 #3 (Blotto Otto Pfeifer, Jr., 2^0^ 59th. W., Montlake Ter
race, Washington - irregular - free) The rats are beginning to desert 
the sinking ship; according to this issue, Weber and Pfeiffer did the 
publishing from Canada. (I don't know how they got it back in the count
ry; I thought better of the US customs service.) They're getting out
side contributions now, too; fanzine review® by Bob Lichtman, an article 
by .Ted Pauls, and a very good article on the "Ten Most Wanted Inventions" 
by a "local femme-fan" named Varda Pelter. (Where do all these west 
coast fannes get those names, anyway? Varda, Djinn Bjo; who thinks of 
these/names, and Varda they get their inspiration?) Letter column, too; 
fans are actually commenting, and some of the comments are actually 
printable. To sum up, I'd say that WRR is fandom's answer to MAD.

Rating..... .6

KETROFEN #3 (Les Gerber, 201 Linden Blvd., Brooklyn 26, N.Y. - irregu
lar - 10/ or 3 for 25^) Even the editor isn't sure whether this is an



(official club orgaii or not, but it's still designed for the neo^or . 
.fringe-fan more than for the faaanlsh group. New material includes in— 
(formation on New York club activities by Ed Meskys and Larry Jvie, and 
;a long fanzine review column by Gerber. Reprint material by John Berry 
land Harry Varner is good, as usual, and probably new to most fans — 
‘to me, anyway. A good mag for the purpose. . Rating.*...p

PEALS #3 (Selle Dietz, 1721 Grand Ave., Bronx 53, N.Y. - probably quart
erly - J for 5O>^) T-n-e contents page says July 26, 1959, but my copy just 
came last month; either Belle or the post office is behind times. Chris
tine Moskowitz discusses mescalin, Les Gerber has a column on ‘‘books of 
the past1’ (some of his choices make me feel positively ancient), there's 
a poem by Bob Kvanbeck and material by Belle and Frank Dietz, borne of 
the comments are a bit outdated by now, unfortunately. Belle's descrip
tion of French plumbing is undoubtedly the best thing in the issue and 
I shall regard it as a fannlsh classic; but the mescalin bit is probably 
mere significant, pertaining as it does to fandom's latest widespread 
discussion. . Rating.....5

EXCONN £7 (Bob Lambeck, 86$ Holston Rd., Birmingham, Michigan- irregu
lar - 10^) Mostly a pleasant, unexciting magazine. Editorials are good, 
and ■ the letter column seems above average, for the newer zines. A Conan 
story by Joe "Casey doesn't seem to be much worse than any Other Conan 
story; not being a Conan lover, I am no judge. Peggy .Cook has a pretty 
cute feghoot and George H, Vagner provides a scrap of verse. Offhand, I 
would say that the verse is presented simply as an excuse for the almost 
full-page illo which accompanies it — unfortunately, poor reproduction 
of the illo makes the page a total loss. Too bad; it looked like the 
artwork might have been well done, and other illustrations in the zine 
are reproduced quite adequately. One of those unfortunate happenings . 
which plague editors; it’s always the best material that doesn1t'repro
duce properly, conan fanciers may think the issue is great stuff, since 
Casey's story takes up almost 1/3 of the mag, but my rating is......./

FANAC #52 (Ron Ellik, Apt. 6, 1909 Francisco St., Berkeley 9, Calif.. - 
bi-weekly1?- 4 for 25P - co-editor, Terry Carr, British Agent, Archie 
Mercer) According to a letter from Ron, FANAC is not primarily a fan- 
nish newsletter, as I’ve been calling it; it’s primarily a West Coast 
fannis.h newsletter. Correction noted; the West Coast seems to encompass 
about half of today’s fandom, at that. Barties, stf writers going to 
jail, fans becoming poltergeists, more parties, TAFF ballots, pro news; 
all sorts of news in this issue, (incidentally, SPACE WORLD, the.mag 
edited by Otto Binder, has been on the stands for a couple of weeks 
now along with SHOCK a reprint horror mag from the same outfit.)

Rating.......8

HOBGOBLIN #+ (Terry Carr - distributed with FANAC) A two-page review of 
the 100-page issue of CRY. Carr is doing about the longest fanzine re
views around now; the readers who occasionally suggest that I should 
lengthen mine should by all means met FANAC and HOBGOBLIN.

SPACE CAGE $1 (Lee Tremper, 36B8 Forest Grove Dr, Apt. A-3, Indianapolis 
5, Indiana — bi-weekly - publisher, Jim Lavell) This is what happens 
when you start mimeographing meeting notices; pretty soon you start



adding fansine reviews'and then things keep getting worse, and*.. Any- i 
wry, this is mostly of, by and for the Indianapolis Science Fiction 
Association; this issue contains fanzine reviews by Lee Tremper and a 
meeting notice. It will get bigger though. . ,
THE MONDAY EVE-TING GHOST #1 and 2’ (Bob Jennings 3B19 Chambers Dr., 
Nashville 11, Tennessee - monthly, so far - 15<U Sometimes I wonder, 
about the sort of people who purchase fanzines. One of the best items^ 
in issue #1 was the editor's essay on "How To Mark A Deck Of Cards11, in 
the second issue he mentions that several readers objected —.on moral, 

ry grounds. I suppose that’s- the risk you take when you pub- 
the serious constructive fan, rather than the faaaan. They’re 

Bob Leman complained about after his 
the editor, though a few 
Quality is about what

■ - - from a first issue-, and the sec
improvement. The editor is interested 
modern stf at that. He dislikes both 

Rating*». .2

not lit era: 
lish for tl 
probably the same readers that 
first issue. Both issues are mostly written b; 
other people manage to get into the act in #2 
you expect — what I expect, anyway - - f 
ond issue shows about the expected 
in stf, rather than fandom, and in 
faaaans and the sense of wonder.

I suppose that’s the risk you take when you pub- 
nstructive fan, rather than the faaaan. They’re

MACROCOSM (Lee Collins, I375 El Gorto Drive, Altadena; Calif- no 
price or schedule that 1 can find) A more ambitious first issue than . 
most with 56 pages R-color dittoing, and material by at least 6 people 
(I think, though with'all the pseudo's and the fact that Paul Stanbery _ 
is the only one I've heard of before, it's hard to tell; the stuff could 
all be by Collins and Stanbery). The artist, Roh Bishop, is.quite good 
(except, apparently, when he tries to draw cowboys); some of the repro 
is good and some is slightly smeared. The emphasis here is on serious 
art; there is an article on Halt Whitman by Feme Black, reviews of 
classical records by Paul Stanbery, a'history of the monorail and an 
article on "mystery monsters" by George Spangler, an article on painting 
by James Mastasia, some poems, fiction, and a couple of "science fil
lers". On the whole, the material is better written than one might ex
pect; the editor seems addicted to polysyllablism, Stanbery tends to 
write such long involved sentences that the reader forgets what he 
started out to'say, and the "mystery monsters" article is pretty much 
a rehash of'’‘.’illy Ley and recent magazine articles, but — the writers 
are all capable of expressing themselves intelligently, which is a 
trifle unusual in’a first Issue. The pretentiousness can be overlooked; 
this time, anyway. For serious-type fans onj_y, though. Rating*., ...4
PSI-PHI #5 (Bob Lichtman, 61'37 So. Croft Ave.., Los Angeles 56, Calif - 
co—editor, Arv' Underman - 207- - quarterly — British Agent, Ethel Lind
say) An annish, and a nice thick issue; hut unfortunately the largest 
single item is a con report. Complete with the same page of photos that 
I’ve seen in 5 other fanzines. However, Walt Hillis has a perfectly hi
larious bit about stf editors dowsing for stories, which is worth the 
price of the issue. Rog Ebert contributes some quite damning — and ac
curate — comments on GALAXY and stf in general, Les Gerber rambles more 
or less entertainingly, Alan Dodd writes on Morocco, and Jean Young con
tributes a thing. There is a good lettercolumn, two editorials.and some 
entertaining filler. . Rating.,.,,6

"Optimism is a way of life." .... Optimist Club literature
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SPHERE #13 (P.O. Sox 212, Atlanta 1, Georgia - irregular - 19^ ~ Joe . 

‘‘'Christoff, publisher) Another con report. This one by Bill Connor,, ac-^ 
I companied by a full—page lllo by Brush and a set of con phouos wrick,.if 
1 not quite as clear as’the set that has been shown in all the other zines 
.is at least different. Still another con report (by Ray Beam!) is pro- 
:ml sea for next issue. I am beginning to dislike Christoff; surely he 
can find something to publish besides con reports. Conner sterns to. have 
done a good enough job; frankly, I skimmed the thing. He digresses some
what at one point into a discussion of stf vs. tv, which at least is 
more Interesting than con reporting. Bob Lichtjnan has a very good short 
story, and there is a combined editorial-letter column. Artist Pon 
Christensen does a fine cover and some_mediocre interiors; he does nxee 
aliens, but isn’t so hot on peonle. Recommended to people who enjoy 
reading con reports. (l don't enjoy it.) Rating....,^

SHANGRI-L* AFFAIRES (John Trimble, ogo£ White Knoll Dr., Los Angeles 
12, Calif. - monthly - 20^) Con report again. Bah. At least, this fin
ishes the one in SHAGGY, so they can get on to better things, Ron Ellik 
has one of his best "Squirrel Cage" columns (now that you're out of the 
H3F, Ron,.how about me getting you a membership in the Indianapolis 
Science Fiction Association?) Ed Cox parodies Kuttner’s Hogben series; 
very nice. Lichtman reviews fanzines, Johnstone writes humorous? minutes 
and I have a humorous? controversial article (which Trimble dragged out 
of my by main force. Ma-a-an,ha.s that boy got long arms!) Nice repro- _ 
duction; nice artwork — what there is of it. Rating......7

The following is a semi-open letter from Joy'Clarke, dated Feb. Io, ’ 60

“I have just read Dick Ellington's OKRA mailing comments. In these he 
states that, provided I (personally) pay for the dissolution of the W, 
S.F.S., Dave Kyle will thereupon carry out the orders that were given 
■him so long ago at the Solaoon.

"While it is not, therefore, my place to pay for work ordered by the 
Solaoon and while the Solacon - run and advertised as a W.S.F.S; con
vention - made more than sufficient money to carry out this job, 1 in
tend to call the bluff.

"I have made arrangements with .my bank to transfer the sum of $4.00 
(four dollars) to the- funds of George Nims Raybin, to be paid to David 
Kyle immediately upon his effecting the final dissolution of the S.F. 
S„ as previously ordered in 195&.

"I understand that the ful?_ amount required for the dissolution of
- the W.S.F.S.' is $5.00. .

"However, since Kyle has already disposed of certain W.S.F.S, prop
erty, for which ho received the sum of $1.00, I am forwarding to him, 
via George, only sufficient to make up the total of $5.00. I trust, the 
dissolution will be performed now speedily and efficiently and without 
further procrastination.

"It seems to me to add insult to injury to expect one whose money 
was lost at the 1957 1,;orldcon through Kyle's prevarication now to pay 
for him to carry out orders given him by the Bolacon. However, rather 
than have his nauseating display drag on any longer, I am paying the 
money for the dissolution of the W.S.F.S. I expect to hear that it has 
been dissolved - and I expect to receive that information within a very 
short while. (signed) Joy Clarke"
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Ted White, you are an old fuddy-duddy; your marriage to that Florida^ 
blonde has prematurely greyed your skullbones; you ain’t got no sense of 
humor and your sense of wonder is slipping., But alas, the greatest crim.; 
against fankind is your critical blast at Kurt Vonnegut jr.'s novel, 'rhe 
Sirens of Titan (Dell B-l^S). I suspect you have caused unknown thou - 
sands of browsing fans to turn aside, to not buy or read the book, to 
sneer at its outrageous cover blurbs, and to move along to Captain Mar
vel Comics or some other decent piece of literature*

You have robbed those thousands of fans of an experience, sir. The 
Sirens of Tit an is to be read and marveled ata

1, in my turn, urge them to ignore your criticisms and at least sam - . 
pie the novel, to dip here and there among the chapters and try to catch 
something of the Vonnegut spirit, something of the fresh writing approach 
(Fresh? ' Well, it has been done for hundreds of years, but seldom in 
science fiction*) But no sampling will satisfy a reader as to theme, 
characterization, or plot content; nothing you have said or I am saying 
can provide that — they will have to read every last word and then throw 
the book across the room in disgust, as you have done, or laugh madly and 
put it on the shelf for another reading, as I have done. Whether or not 
a man enjoys this bock will depend upon his frame of mind, andjnls atti
tude toward science fiction* I urge the potential reader to at least _ 
start it, for It is a rich experience; at worst, the reader has lost on.i.y 

cents and an hour or soe
' And 1 think I know the cause of your disenchantment, You found the 

book "a whopping big satire J' It isn't. It is much too broad for sat - 
ire; it slays too many sacred cows in science fiction. Sirens is a 
whopping big burlesque, a burlesoue of science fiction, using one^ of 
science fiction's most trite and time-honored themes to express itself, 
It is space—opera, based on a grand, outrageous deus ex machina turn of 
nloto Tn spades* It is the deus ex machina twis^ that shoulu end all 
such twists", And it is delightful burlesque* True, the book contains 
many, many deft and pointed satirical shafts pricking the course of the 
narrative, but the overall viewpoint is one of burlesque* The use of 
man-made structures to spell out messages for aliens is somewhat feral - 
liar, is it not? Vonnegut uses the erection of the Great "Tall of China 
to send a message to his stranded alion. (I wonder if Vonnegut exer read 
Captain Future?) , .

My only fear is that some sleepy reviewers, somewhere, will seise^upon 
this book as typical science fiction (or worse, dub it "mainstream’1 fic
tion) and give it the sort of treatment that On the Beach received a few 
years ago„

Ted, you've hocked your sense of wonder; you gave an outline of the 
plot that may spoil the story for some, but I insist that you turned the 
plot around to fit your criticism of the story; just as I am about to 
turn it around once more to further ray admiration for it. True, jrour 
story outline followed its chronological unfolding from first page to
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but

(last, but such a review doesn't do justice to the work as a whole, and 
’to what the author had in mind before he started writing that first page. 
11 hold that it is necessary to pause at the end of the book and contem - 
jplate the whole, to rearrange the various scene-sand events as they were 
icnvisoned by the author and by the prime mover of the story — whatever 
'Or whomever that prime mover happens to be. It is misleading to say 
"...the little strip of metal Chrono was carrying as a good luck piece . 
Just happens to be the new part.11 Misleading and unfair, because it did
n’t "just happen," it was planned that way. A spare part was needed for 
a grounded space ship, and our deus ex machina (in spades, remember) 
planned every step that was to be taEen to get that part to the stranded 
traveller. ’

The burlesoue is outrageous, and wonderful, because the great bociy oi 
the book and all the amazing events in it occurred for Just one single, 
small reason: to deliver that tiny strip 0? metal to where it was need
ed. Oh, I love science fiction, I tell you’

My version of the plot, told tail-end first and in Jumbled sequence 
in order to account for the whole: _

Thinking machines (robots, if you wish) on a distant world have o.is - 
patched a messenger to the far rim of the universe. His sole duty is to 
find a race of sentient beings and deliver a message. The message is 

locked in a capsule he 
is carrying, and he 

"does not know its 
content. Enroute to that 
far rim, his ship deve - 
lops trouble and he is 
forced down on Titan; at 
once, he sends word to 
his home world and asks 
for the spare part neces
sary to get him moving 
again.' Because his home 
world is now a hundred 
and fifty thousand light 
years away, the little 

messenger settles down 
prepares himself for a 
comfortable wait.

Eventually, several 
sand years B.C., human 
appears on earth and those 
humans begin to erect things 
The messenger watches them 
and when he sees them build 
the configuration at Stone
henge he reads to word from 
his own planet: "Replacement 
part being rushed with all 
possible speed." Later,,more 
humans build the Great wall 
of China, whose shape when 
viewed from Titan spells out 
the metsage: "Be patient.

and 
long

thou— 
life
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We haven’t forgotten about you." 
The walls and buildings of the 
Kremlin tell him: "You will be 
on your way before you know it.” 
And still later another building 
complex tells him: "Pack up your 
things and be ready to leave on 
short notice." The little fel - 
low now knows his spare part is 
practically in his hand, and the 
first page of ' the book begins 
with a sideshow revealing a new, 
crackpot religion.

The reader follows the un - 
veiling of the religion, the man 
behind it, the man’s faithful 
dog and his frigid wife, and 
still another man in far away 
Hollywood — a rich, sinful, 
lusty fellow who believes that 
"somebody up there likes me" be
cause he is so darned lucky and 
so damned rich that everything 
falls into his lap — including 
Beauty Contest winners. Wen 
the prediction is made that this 
man and the other fellow’s frig
id wife will go to Mars and sire 
a child, both principles are
thrown into panic. She buys « -t-Wopoison and intendsto kill herself if the wolf so much as moves m the 
same time zone she is in. He, for his part, takes to writing her shock
ing letters intended to drive her even farther away from him:

"Hello from sunny California, Space BabyJ Gee, I am sure looking 
forward to jazzing a high-class dame like you under the twin moons of 
Mars. You’re the only kind of dame I never had and I’ll bet your kind 
is the greatest. Love and kisses for a scarter,

ThaVs burlesque, Ted, not satire.
But the prediction comes true, the pair are tricked aboard a space 

craft and spirited to Mars, he rapes her to make good a boast, they have 
a son, and the three of them (in their' separate ways) settle down on 
Mars to the grim business of making war on earth, _The war, viien it 
comesj is a complete disaster for the Martians, and the few survivors 
loin the earthlings in promoting the new religion which preaches univ
ersal brotherhood — a kind of tarnished utopia., as it later develops. 
Three of the survivors: the Hollywood iout, the frigid wife and their 
son are driven into still another ship which delivers them to,Titan, , 
Anc1 there you have the main essence of the plot. The son hands over his 
good luck piece which is the spare part necessary to get the grounded. 
ship moving again. He didn’t Hjust happen" to have it — all the above 
vias created by Deus Ex Machine (in caps, please) to deliver that part.

For me, the delivery was not the climax of the novel. The climax . 
came a fraction later when the patiently waiting messenger is goaded in
to disobeying orders and opening the capsule which contains the all
important message. Please don’t reveal that, Ted, Let the reader



that one twist for his own discovery.
The JOO plus pages of the book unfold the above, not in the sequence 

stated here, but in the author's chosen way of telling it.. The crack - 
not religion has its authentic miracles, with men materializing on.cer- 

1 tain dates and making certain predictions; the husband of the frigid 
1 wife (who appears to be the prime mover) is himself a tool of others, 
and in the end is defeated when he acknowledges that he is being used; 
the Hollywood lout who is reduced to a shambling, almost mindless hulk 
at last finds himself and his true worth when he is marooned on Titan 
with his mate and his son. Arid I think the little old robot who pat
iently waited more than two hundred thousand years for his spare part, 
and then tore himself into pieces when he read the forbidden message, 
is the most "human" character in the" book. ■ • -- •• ■............ ■•••

As for the characterization, which Ted deplores the lack of: what do 
you require to identify a character in fiction? If you are the reader 
who expects an author to provide everything, down to a description of 
clothes and skin blemishes, you will be as disappointed as Ted. But if, 
like me, you can provide your own characterizations by knowing a per - 
eon's thoughts, listening to his manners of speech, looking at his 
actions and reactions, then the author's descriptions are unnecessary, 
Each of the major characters In this novel came through clearly, parti
cularly the idle robot and the "hero1' after he is reduced to a robot
like ^artian soldier. (A very good and very clear characterization of 
the frigid wife is provided by an oil painting hanging on the wall of 
her new home; the painting; as a symbol, helps to understand the wife 
rather well, and also serves to delineate the actions of her husband,)

But I emphatically agree with Tea m his criticisms of the "science" 
in this fiction. Either Vonnegut knows nothing of science beyond what 
he reads in the capers, or he deliberately distorted everything to add 
to the burlesque. I suspect the former, for the science is unfunny. 
Vonnegut thinks that the surface eff liars is solid iron;; that Mercury is 
pocketed with deep caves in which creatures live; that Titan is warmed 
by inner fires and has a wonderful, life-sustaining atmosphere. Ho 
thinks Saturn's rlnvs are razor-thin, and that the sun and Betelgeuse 
are' somehow linked in some constant and exact relationship with each 
other. I'll go along with his gimmick of a mysterious force-field, the 
ends of which arc anchored in the sun and in Betelgeuse, but I refuse 
to believe the earth could pass through this field every 59 days as it 
circles the sun, of that Titan could remain in the field forever be
cause It circled the primary while the primary circled the sun, thus 
describing a continuous spiral which kept it within the field. Bah. .

But please, don't'let the whopping "science" prevent you from read
ing this whopping burlesque. It was fun.

Ghod bless deus ex machine..

n/h st is so rare as the in^-x-x-# ter lino that isn’t t her e?____

Most abuses in the world arise from the 
confess our ignorance, arid from the way we 
.everything we can’t refute. I am prepared 
.as soon as someone tries to impose the;? on 
words which soften and temper the rashness 
- somehow - it is said - it se :..s to meJ -

fear, instilled in us, to 
have been taught to accept 
to hate even probable things 
me as infallible. I love 
of our assertions -"perhaps 
and the lime,

Michel Eyquem de Montaigne



MAGGIE CURTIS - I enjoyed. "Are Owls Birdbrains?" very much. I think that 
Roger Payne will. too. As a matter of record, let it be said, that Roger 
didn't Say that owls are stupid. Dad did his Doctor’s thesis on. owls 
and bats, and when we (Mom and the kids; Dad wasn't along) were in Ith
aca last summer, Mom happened to read the TIME (or NEWSWEEK, I’m not 
sure which) with the article about Payne. She was quite a bit surprised 
to find that Payne’s opinions were apparently so different from Dad’s 
and'so she phoned Payne. He said herd be quite willing to talk with 
her, and the following day he took her to his experimental lab and talk
ed at some length about his project,. j.t turned out that the reporter 
had wanted a story and that Roger didn't know'that he was in an article 
until a while after it was published,. What he, Roger, had meant, to em
phasize was that owls can do without visual aid in striking their prey, 
Roger has been reading POGO since he was about 12 years old and he has 
no doubt learned from Howland that one must not underestimate an owl. 
He likes owls and emphasized to Mom that he has no way of knowing wheth
er or hot they are stupid. SO, I trust that his honor has been properly 
upheld, and I did laugh most of the way through the article. Not wish
ing to tear up my Yanlsh, I am going to copy the thing and Mom s going 
to mall it to Roger, She insists that he'll enjoy it mightily. - 
/Maggie’liked "The Yawn", disliked the DeWeese article, and liked the 
artwork. She also mentioned Vanguard Records' offer to disc jockeys; I 
wonder how well the local radio station pays? RSC/ ,

DAN ADKINS - says he changed his'mind about rebutting Clod Hall, and ' 
asks that we publish his address. Okay, it's Apt. 2E, 395 Clinton Aye., 
Brooklyn 38, New York. He also says that if any faneditors want Adkins 
art, to let him know.
BOB SMITH — That cover on YANDRO S3 was a dilly, I thought, and une male 
has the makings of a good leer on his dial’ The poetry (?) didn’t impress 
me very much, but then I rarely get het up over any of it. lucker s 
column was all but ’fabulous’ this time. That book, "An Unhurried View 
of Erotica"'is available here, I think,’and I must try and get it! -, For 
new readers, "here" means Australia, ed./ His mention of the Japanese. 
"Pillow hooks", of "Makura Eoshi1' makes me add that even in Japan now
adays such a book is rare, and in my three years there I never came 
across one - although there is an abundance of other erotic and porno
graphic literature.“I did hear once that someone was engaged in the . 
mammoth task of compiling the obscene scrawlings that are found on la
trine walls all over the world-into Ghu knows how many volumes’ in.Japan, 
as in many other countries, pornography and erotica is flaunted.quite 
openly on the bookshelves alongside text books, literary works - and . 
many of them, such as Frank Harris' ”The Loves And. Life Of...' are in
deed literary works themselves. -
/Bob also mentions that the "second balcony" mentioned by Tucker is 
what is called 'up in the-Gods' in Australia, and that queer things 
lurk there.' Being a fellow movie projectionist, he probably doesn’t in
clude the projectionists among the queer things, but...... RSC/

‘J 4
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‘BOB LAMBECK - If I can find the words for It, I’d like _to disagree with 
!Juanita on ATLAS SHRUGGED. Of course the hero(e)s were'(or should that 
have been heroes/heroine...or something?) smarter, stronger, fearless, 
etc. They were the last remnants of the embodiment of capitalism plus 
jone-step-short-of-complete-materialism. Ayn Rand wanted to demonstrate 
|the desirability of such an outlook on Ilfe/business and set up a slew 
of characters who had such an outlook, but retained enough of their in
dividual personalities so that they could have some action which could 
not be entirely predicted by logic. She set these against the Forces of 
Evil or those philosophies which she considered as such. I’m not sure 
which side won, tho. At the end, the Lights Of New York have Gone Gut 
and John Galt and friends have retreated to his mountain hideaway. Any 
sort of organization in the rest of the world has’apparently collapsed 
and retrogression'to the Stone Age seems imminent. Hmmm. Re-reading the 
last couple pp.ges, I see that they eventually set out to carry civili
zation back to the savages. Good for them.
/Huts to them. I’ve read the book myself now, so I can get in on the 
discussion, and I agree fully with Juanita. It isn't that I don’t agree,, 
basically, with Ayn Rand's philosophy; it's just that I find it hard to 
get interested in a book when I don't give a faint damn how it comes out. 
The only emotion it aroused in me was a faint desire to give the heroine 
a kick in the teeth occasionally. If a woman told me that laying her was 
all part of a Holy Cause, I'd damned well walk out on her. RSC/

PAUL SHIMGLETON, JR. - "The World of Hull7h" was quite interesting. I.— 
for one - never knew it was that hard to do a triple leap. I'll remem
ber that the next time I get on a trapeze. I usually skip over such 
stuff but read all of that column. Very interesting."The Yawn". This belongs in a fanzine? /Where else? RSC/

Ted White’s book review was too long. Tho I agree with him about 
The Sirens, Of Titan. . .

By far one of the most interesting things in ish was Branson’s 
"Song of the Sheet". I read.T. Hood's original poem a few weeks ago and 
Franson's "pome" is excellent. Undoubtedly the best thing in the ish.

Your reviews were nice. Especially the ouit’e 'truthful one of BB.
I’ll agree with Elllk — but remember: it's done just for the heck of ' 
it. We're not trying to give anybody any competition. Hot that we could, 
but. .•..
/That's the way YANDRO started. Of course, I think that even at the be
ginning, Juanita was publishing very good material *•- but that could 
just be because I was writing a good share of it. Paul also liked the 
artwork, disliked DeWeese1s article, thought the letter column was a 
bit dry, and thinks I should get off the religion kick..RSC/

SID COLEMAN - "Fire-breathing agnostic". Why, thank you. Although, to 
keep the record straight, the fire—breathing and the agnosticism are in
dependent. I am not down on the goyim because the Immaculate Conception 
didn't happen, but'because the Albigensian Crusade did. As a friend of 
mine once remarked, "By their fruits you shall know them".

BILL CONNER"- Well, DeWeese surely fooled me. I think DeWeese planned 
it this way. He knew that all DeWoese "fans" would be expecting the 
scientist to win, sc he pulled a switch. It was a pleasant surprise.-

Ted White’s "The Walling Wall" was splendid this time. Oh man! This



Vonnegut really needs a nerson with Ted’s talent to put him down. 'That [ 
trash this "boy turns out’in the name of sf 1 It’s the kind of stuff that] 
I gag in the first few ghastly pages; it's like coffee which has had 
too much sugar spilled into it and is unbearably sweet. . ]

MZB’s article on circuses and aeriallsts in particular was inter— 1 
esting to me since I am a circus fan. I am not so much interested in 
any single chase of the circus as I a® in the circus as a whole. When i 
was in grade school, the urge to run away with the circus used to come 
upon me every spring when the gaudily painted trucks pulled into the 
local circus lot and the roustabouts began unloading the fabulous array 
of poles and canvas. There is something about a tent circus which makes 
it something out of fantasy. I think this is partly due to the fact that 
this wondrous city of tents, trucks and trailers suddenly appears in 
the mundane setting of an empty lot in one's hometown, as though it had 
magically appeared all of a sudden from the world of fantasy. And then, 
after it has stayed for its appointed time, it just as suddenly and. 
magically disappears, leaving only an empty lot with peanut shells and ' 
sawdust.scattered about as the only evidence that it had been there. No, 
it isn't possible to replace this sort of thing with circus acts on tel
evision] G-adJ The comparison is pathetic’

DICK SCHULTZ — It was sneaky of you to let Marlon Zimmer Bradley use a 
stf title for that circus article of hers. For another thing, except 
for the opening line there isn't a single fannlsh, or sclentifictional 
thing in it. it would have been a fair article for a literary or "lit
tle” magazine, but...in a fmz? Sorry, but it just didn't ring any bells 
with me. /So why should we stick.to fannlsh or sclentifictional items*? 
For that matter, just what Is a fannlsh item? Mescalin, of course, but 
what else? RSC/

This James R. Adams is a beginner as a cartoonist (I can tell by 
the way he draws his characters and backgrounds), but he certainly has 
a good sense of humor.

Gene DeWeesers story was good enough (or bad enough, if you think 
of GALAXY the way I do) to merit publication in GALAXY. Which was thot 
up first, by the way? The title or the plot? /Gene, who is sitting on 
the arm of the couch at the moment, says that the plot came first and 
that he had half a dozen different titles for it. RSC/

Why do you continue to'persecute me? What have I ever done to you? 
/Written letters of comment, ed./ I refer to the continuing appearance 
of poetry in YANDRO’s pages, of course. Now, there have been better 
poems in Yandro, and there have been worse. But they continue to be a 
depressing mediocre, and that is what I hate to see. Either get more of 
top grade, or leave em in the contributor’s own manuscript bureau. Now, 
Donald Frahson’s "parodies” aren’t really poor enough to deserve all of 
this abuse, but he is handy. In fact, it's a 11'1 better than the aver
age for these pages. Like....Practice, Doni

After reading the outstanding story/article by Don Stuefloten I 
have only one thing to say. I’LL'RACE YOU TO THE SOUTH SEAS, DECKINGERI

BRUCE PELZ —'I greatly enjoyed HZB's column this time — much more so. 
than usually, even. There are a couple other novels using the circus as 
a background that I've read: Stewart Palmer's Unhappy Hooligan Is one, 
/Commenting on Stuefloten/ ...there was the native’dancer in the black 
dress - black is the color of death In those parts, and strictly OUT for 
g^y-mad-fun wear. -




